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time is spent on tasks and services that 
is never recorded. 

 
CAREWORKS Demos 
 
With the advent of Windows 7, we had 
to do away with sending out CDs for 
CareWorks demos.  Consequently, 
now we send out the demo version on 
a 4 gig FLASH DRIVE!!!  For those 
who request a demo, we tell them to 
keep the flash drive even if they don’t 
buy the software.  If they do decide to 
purchase CareWorks, we STRONGLY 
encourage them to use the flash drive 
for their backups!  And we all know 
how important backups are, right? 

 
FUNDRAISING IDEAS 
 
Do you have access to a group of 
young adults that might be interested in 
a sports tournament?  You could have 
baseball or softball teams pay to sign 
up to compete and then offer a prize or 
trophy if they are the winning team.  
Their friends and family will come to 
watch along with community members, 
so you can charge an admission fee to 
the games, serve refreshments and tee 
shirts!  Donations, a raffle, the 
possibilities are endless! 
 
            
 
 

Call for a free demo today 
 

 

GRANT REPORTING 
 
Have you been writing grants, but 
finding that you need information from 
your database that doesn’t seem to be 
there? 
 
Let me help you!  CareWorks may 
have the answer at your fingertips!  
Some programs have found grants 
that provide for relatives that act as 
caregivers.  Are the relatives 
considered “Volunteers” in your 
CareWorks?  Well, not exactly, but 
they could reside in that table.  For 
example, they could be set up as a 
specific CareTeam identified by the 
Grant Name, perhaps?  Then they 
could also be associated with their 
Care Receiver by way of a 
PERMANENT ASSIGNMENT and 
could even have their own Service 
SubCode. 
 
I imagine there are other grants 
available that may require pulling 
information from your CareWorks 
database differently than you normally 
would.  If you can let me know what 
information you need, I may be able to 
help you figure out a way to get it.  
That’s the beauty of a database! 
 
All of this holds true for your Board 
Members as well.  Are they asking you 
for statistics about the population you 
serve?  Do you need to have more 
detailed identifiers or classifications for 
your Receivers? 
 
Are you making the most of your 
TIMESHEETS and getting your 
Volunteers to hand in their hours?  
You might be surprised how much  
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